
 
 
Real time insights for crypto investors 
 
The Bitcurate crypto market intelligence platform analyzes millions of data points daily on exchanges, 
trading data, tech stack, social media, search and latest news to help you gain an unfair advantage, 
today. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Our story… 
 
Bitcurate knows the best investment strategies are data-driven. That’s why our platform track millions 
of data points every day, streamlining comprehensive crypto information into the market intelligence 
you need, when you need it. Massive data sets reveal emerging trends. Predictive models uncover 
opportunity. With Bitcurate, you can mitigate risk while anticipating momentum, in real time as the 
crypto market moves.  
 
Safe, smart and impactful investments are easy with Bitcurate’s dashboard. Big data and machine 
learning offer cutting edge capabilities. Our sentiment analysis engine and crypto compass are 
protected by fake news filters, coin pump alerts and fundamental investment analyses to give you the 
insights you need to make fully informed, evidence-based investments backed by data-science.  
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Our team 
 
We are a team of technology experts, data scientist, cryptocurrency investors and product managers. 
We struggle to understand the nuances, charts, quants and lingos in the crypto world. We believe 
something need to be done to improve this. 
 
We are looking for the following roles for our startup https://bitcurate.co. We are an early stage data 
intelligence company for cryptocurrency market.  
 
We are looking for talented and enthusiast individual who wants to learn and who fits into our 
culture; “Empathy, Solutions-Driven and Getting Shit Done”. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
About the role: 
 
Social Media Marketer  
 
Responsibility: 
 
- Posting interesting contents from our data analysis dashboard on Bitcurate.co 
- Managing social media channels for Bitcurate and respond to user's conversation timely. Our 
channel such as Medium, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Telegram. 
- Weekly planning of social media posting via Hootsuite (or similiar tool) 
- Data driven. Optimizing priorities based channel's effectiveness. 



 
Requirements: 
 
- Understanding the basics of cryptocurrency and blockchain terminologies; #HODL etc 
- People's person :D. You are our face to the community. 
- Responsible individual and execution focused work. 
- Smart and able to think out-of-the-box. 
- Speaks, write, read English articles proficiently. 
 
Compensation & Benefits: 
 
- Freelance contract. Paid weekly depending on experience and workload.  
- Negotiable to monthly once have a proven work and delivery quality. 
- Around 5 hours weekly to start. Flexible to increase according to time availability. 
- Endorsement from us for your future projects and work. We value long term relationship. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
If you think our culture and required responsibility fits you, please reach us at us@bitcurate.co. We 
are looking for talents to join us in our mission to make the crypto world a better place for everyone. 
 

                  


